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Abstract 
 In this paper I will analyze the thesis film, Whistling Dixie, as it relates to filmmaking 
principles such as: development, pre-production, production, and post-production.  After 
evaluating all these aspects of the film, I will then make conclusions based on goals I had and 
how successful or unsuccessful I was in reaching these goals.  I will include notes from unbiased 
audience members in evaluating this film.   
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 My first aspirations to make films stemmed from my high school English class.  The 
teacher, Mr. Lumm, inspired me like no other teacher before.  His penetrating insights into the 
works of authors such as Stephen Crane, Ambrose Bierce, and Edgar Allan Poe made me look at 
literature in an entirely new light.  I was struck by the fact that this academic literature wasn’t 
written only for academics or intellectuals to read and understand.  It was written for anyone.  
Their works opened up an entirely new world of insights into the psyche of the human mind and 
soul.  I recall how stories such as “The Interlopers” by Saki, and “The Most Dangerous Game” 
by Richard Connell seemed to have been written with the idea of exposing and revealing 
weaknesses of the human condition.  They were meant to make the reader think about life and 
the problems inherent in it.  We watched a film based on the short story by Ambrose Bierce, “An 
Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge.”  It was the first time in my life when I enjoyed being in 
school.   
 Mr. Lumm gave us an assignment one day of writing a short screenplay.  I ended up 
churning out a forty-page script complete with shot sizes and angles.  I suppose this was my first 
foray into filmmaking.  To this day I am still interested in creating works that contain insights 
into the psyche of the human mind and reveal the weaknesses of the human condition.   At the 
very least, I try to create work that is entertaining, and contains some humor as well.  With this 
as my background, I suppose it makes sense that my thesis film contains themes of education in 
it.   
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Chapter 2  
Development 
 The idea for the film came from a few different ideas combined together.  The first scene 
I had imagined was that of two middle-aged men, one from the north, and one from the south, 
discussing the song by The Band, “The Night They Drove Ole Dixie Down.”  From this initial 
idea came further ideas, which developed the characters and their relationships to one another.  
This script changed a great deal from the initial ideas to its final draft, which was number 
twenty-six.   
 I first had the idea for “Whistling Dixie” in the spring semester of 2009.  I developed the 
script in Erik Hansen’s Advanced Screenwriting class that semester.  The story was about a 
southern Civil War enthusiast who is forced to give a ride to a new recruit who has recently re-
located to the south to retire.  My initial idea centered around the conversation the two men 
would have in Del’ s pick-up truck, where the audience would be introduced to the two 
characters but also to the major theme running throughout the film.  This was an interesting 
theme that I dare say hadn’t been explored in great detail in any film before, as it pertains 
specifically to the modern day effects of the Civil War on the south from the perspective of the 
so-called “loser of the war,” the southern white male.  So, using the song “The Night They Drove 
Ole Dixie Down,” was a perfect talking point for these two characters.  The fact that the song 
was written by a Canadian (Robbie Robertson) about the Civil War from the perspective of a 
southerner would be perfect fodder for the Yankee to use as a bragging point.  He could disguise 
it as an innocent question.  He believes that if he frames his questions innocently he won’t offend 
the southerner.  However, Del is offended.  This tactless behavior combined with Del’s 
sensitivity results in Del feeling resentment, which later manifests itself at the climax.   
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 The problem with this version of the script and the reason I had to change it so many 
times was that I had set up something that would be very difficult to pay off – the fact that these 
two men were going to a Civil War reenactment.  I had never even been to a Civil War 
reenactment.  I had no idea how they worked.  Added to this was the problem of creating a 
plausible scenario where Del and Paul’s conflict would climax during the reenactment.  The 
script needed some kind of competition at the end where the two characters are motivated to 
work together to achieve a common goal.  So I concocted a plan where there would be a quiz 
bowl type of event at the reenactment.  The quiz bowl idea came to me at the end of the spring 
semester in 2009.  I wouldn’t actually re-visit the script again until the fall of 2010.   
 After further research into what actually happens at a reenactment, I realized that the plan 
of including a quiz bowl type of event would not work because it wasn’t realistic.  I had looked 
into the events of many reenactments and none of them included a quiz bowl event.  In fact, the 
whole nature of these reenactments weren’t competitive at all.  So, if I wanted the reenactment to 
be realistic I couldn’t include any type of event that would name one side the “winner” and one 
side the “loser,” despite the fact that I needed something like that for my story.  In the 
development stages in the spring of 2009 I had had an idea where a high school kid would report 
what he saw on the reenactment for a high school project.  Because I initially had the southern 
character and the Yankee character fighting during the reenactment this additional character 
could report on it and it would make for a humorous moment in the story.  I really liked this idea 
but I didn’t include it in the final draft for Erik Hansen’s class.  I felt that having this character in 
the story wouldn’t really take away from the story’s themes.  In fact, it would only add richness 
to the theme.  The theme was the subjective nature of truth like in Rashomon (1950) by 
Kurosawa.  I wanted to add this element because it would add the theme that it is often the 
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responsibility of older generations to teach history to each new and younger generation.  Even 
though I liked this new character, it posed a new problem for me, that of: who is the main 
character at this point?  If the main character is the kid then this changes my theme.  I decided 
that the story had gotten too complex for its own good and one character would have to go.  I 
decided that for economy’s sake there was no reason why I couldn’t merge the two characters 
into one.  So, I merged the two characters of Paul (middle-aged Yankee retiree) and David (high 
school student) into one character in order to economize the script.  It seemed to me a logical 
step.  This decision would bring about new challenges.  Nevertheless, I forged on with it.  At this 
point, David was the main character and the theme I was aiming for was how technology cannot 
bring two people closer together but a shared experience can.  This was the theme in its simplest 
form.  The theme of the subjective nature of truth was still there but it was more like a minor 
theme.  David’s attachment to his cell phone and Del’s smashing of it would be a fitting and 
cinematic climax in this version.  It went along with David’s arc of going from having very little 
respect for Del to having a deeper respect and appreciation for Del’s viewpoints regarding the 
war.  So, with all these things in mind, I had solved the problem of economizing the script while 
keeping the same themes I had initially conceived.  At this point it was late January and I was 
supposed to shoot in late February.  I pushed back the shooting dates to the last two weekends in 
March to allow for more time.   
 Another problem with the script was getting the rights to use the song, “The Night They 
Drove Ole Dixie Down,” by The Band.  The simplest solution was to not go through the trouble 
of getting the rights but to have the characters talk about the song without actually hearing it.  It 
is a pretty well known song so it makes sense that these two characters, especially Del, would 
know of the song and be able to talk about it intelligently.  Script-wise, this translated into 
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having Del’s tape player being broken.  Or, at least, that’s what he claims.  At the end we find 
out that it is not broken, he just said so to deny the boy any escape from talking to him.  We find 
out in the end that it isn’t broken when Del plays “Lonesome Road Blues” by Sam Collins; a 
song that is in the public domain.  This song was chosen because it fits with both of the 
characters pretty well; both are essentially trying to find their way back home, especially David.  
Despite having many problems related to which characters to include, the music, and the re-
enactment itself, I solved all the problems of this complex script and production process.   
Budget 
 I was able to pay for this film using my own funds.  Luckily, Port Hudson State Park did 
not charge us the five hundred dollar fee for filming at the park.  And, they didn’t charge us an 
entrance fee.  Normally the cost of entrance is 4 dollars per person.  I spent most of the budget on 
the three uniforms (one Union and two Confederate) as well as paying the actors one hundred 
dollars per day.  I had never paid actors before.  I felt with this project that I would get better 
results overall if I paid them.   
 The uniforms cost two hundred dollars a piece.  The sutler that I had bought them from, 
Fall Creek Suttlery, is based in Indiana and has supplied uniforms for films such as: Glory 
(1989), Dances with Wolves (1990), Gods and Generals (2003)
1
 and a host of others.  I should 
add that this was the most moderately priced uniform.  I had also looked for a rifle to buy for Jeff 
Pope to use in the reenactment.  The rifles I found were very expensive.  Most of them were 
around five hundred dollars.  This is where Keith Bauers, one of the organizers of the event, 
came in and helped me out tremendously by allowing Jeff to borrow some of his equipment.  
Keith let Jeff borrow a rifle, ammunition, and all the necessary accoutrements.  If I had chosen to 
stage my own reenactment I would have been allowed more freedom to shoot what I wanted.  
                                                 
1 Nov. 2011 < http:www.fcsutler.com/fccredits.asp> 
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But, there is no exception for the expertise I had found in working with Keith.  I can not thank 
him enough.   
Crew 
 My film was scheduled to be shooting initially on the weekends of February 25
th
 – 27th 
and March 18
th
-20
th
.  Originally, I planned to shoot over three weekends, but after re-thinking it I 
discovered I didn’t need a third weekend.  So, the final shoot dates were scheduled for March 
18
th
-20
th
 and the 25
th
-27
th
.  These dates were very suitable for my film, as well as my crew, 
because they didn’t coincide with the other two thesis films that were shooting around that time.  
And I would be allowed to shoot a Civil War reenactment that took place on the second weekend 
in Port Hudson, LA.  I talked to the curator of the park as well as Keith Bauers.  After talking 
with them they assured me that it would be fine for my actor, Jeff Pope, to participate in the 
reenactment as an infantry soldier.  Just as everything was falling into place, I discovered that 
half of my crew, which consisted of 1
st
 year grad students in the film program, would be 
unavailable for the second weekend because of a group project in their cinematography class.  
This was disappointing.  But it wasn’t a major problem, as the second weekend wouldn’t require 
a big crew.   
 I chose third year graduate student Andrew Bryan as my cinematographer.  Andrew was 
always a big believer in the script, so I wanted to work with him for this reason as well as his 
skill and experience behind the camera.  Gina Tyler and Chris Patureau were joint producers.  I 
had worked with Gina several times before, so I knew she was a reliable and knowledgeable 
producer.  Chris Patureau expressed interest in producing the project early on so I chose him as 
well.  I chose Christan Broussard as my production designer as she had a lot of experience in the 
field.  The rest of crew was chosen based on availability, experience, and reliability.  I knew I 
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could count on all the people I asked to work on the film and they all proved to be invaluable.  I 
also chose a lot of 1
st
 year grad students because I remembered that the second semester of the 
first year was relatively less labor-intensive than other semesters.  However, the program at UNO 
had changed since 2009 and their second semester of their first year was apparently a lot more 
labor-intensive than mine.  This was why people who had originally committed to the project in 
January found themselves too busy in March and ended up dropping out.  This is why a lot of my 
crewmembers had to wear several hats that second weekend.  In particular, Gina Tyler had to 
produce, and assistant direct, as well as do craft services.  She performed the three jobs 
extremely well and kept a positive attitude at all times.  Every one else performed their jobs with 
the utmost professionalism, for which I’m indebted to each and every one of them.  
Locations 
 There were six primary locations that I had to find for shooting.  They were: David’s 
house (exterior), a high school classroom (interior), an extended cab truck as Del’s vehicle, an 
authentic Civil War tent, a Civil War battlefield, and a camping ground for the tent.  I found the 
last two after I’d scouted Port Hudson in Jackson, LA (twenty minutes north of Baton Rouge) in 
September 2010.  For David’s house I would need an upper-middle-class cookie-cutter sort of 
house, which would emphasize that David’s parents are noticeably well off, so that Del 
McKenna would notice it and comment on it.  Gina Tyler found a perfect house, which was her 
friend’s located in Destrehan, LA.  Since we designated a full day to shoot a relatively short 
scene there, the house’s location approximately thirty minutes from New Orleans wasn’t a 
problem.  The house’s look also pleased Andrew Bryan, as its neat and symmetrical look fit well 
with Andrew’s ideas about how the shots would look.   
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 For the high school classroom I remembered how difficult one of the undergraduates 
found it to find a classroom for his film, so I chose to shoot in one of UNO’s classrooms and use 
set dressings to make it resemble a high school classroom rather than a college one.  I met with 
Andrew at UNO one Friday and went over to the the Liberal Arts building to scout there.  We 
found one that suited us perfectly in terms of natural lighting and space to operate in.  This was 
room 129.  The room was situated ideally where the sun’s light never came directly into the 
windows because of a courtyard on the western side of the room.  This allowed only soft light, 
which remained fairly consistent throughout the day, despite the sun’s movement.  We also 
cheated the room by only using a quarter of the 100 desks as well as just half of the room in 
order to make it seem like a smaller classroom like one in a high school.  For Del’s truck, in 
which a significant amount of the story would take place, I would need an extended cab truck in 
the back of which I would be riding in order to watch the monitor as well as record sound.  I 
have plenty experience recording sound so I was comfortable doing it.  The cramped quarters 
obviously weren’t ideal but we were forced into it.  Originally, I had asked to use Drew 
Errington’s 1982 red truck.  However, this vehicle became unavailable during shooting due to 
repairs.  Andrew’s truck proved suitable enough.   
 For Del’s tent I ordered an authentic Civil War era replica A-frame tent from Fall Creek 
Suttlery (maker of Civil War replica gear).  It was important for this film to be realistic in terms 
of set design and I made sure this happened by using a tent that real soldiers would use.  I also 
made sure it would be as authentic as possible by filming an actual Civil War reenactment and 
including my actors in it.  Because we would be shooting there for the entire weekend, it made 
perfect sense logistically to camp at Port Hudson.  It worked out remarkably well considering all 
the obstacles we had to overcome, as well as the near unprecedented nature of what we were 
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doing – sticking our actor in a real event and shooting documentary style, a la Haskell Wexler in 
Medium Cool (1969).  I had spoken with the organizers of the reenactment well in advance in 
order to secure the picnic area as our base camp.  This area was ideally situated not far from the 
battlefield but also away from where the other soldiers were camping so as not to give us sound 
problems. 
Casting 
 I chose Lindsey Terrebonne as my casting director.  I had worked with her on a few other 
productions, the first one being the 2009 UNO Filmmakers production “The Fisherman and the 
Thief,” on which we both helped out with casting.  We advertised through “Craigslist” rather 
than having to pay a fee through using a casting agency.  The results were satisfying for me.  We 
found that we received a lot of female actors for the role of the high school history teacher, 
which was listed as calling for either a male or female actor.  Initially, I had looked for someone 
who just could be intimidating.  The original character of Mr. Penskey was an imposing middle-
aged white man.  However, since there were so many females auditioning I had to be open to the 
idea of the character being a female.  And this would change the dynamic slightly between 
Penskey and David.  I chose Havilah Malone because I liked her audition; she seemed to strike a 
good balance between intimidating and sympathetic (to David).  It also created an interesting 
dynamic between her and Del McKenna since he was her gardener and she was a black female.  
She had a presence when reading the Gettysburg address in the opening scene of being similar to 
a female version of Samuel L. Jackson.  We eventually changed her character’s name to Ms. 
Jackson.   
 For the role of Del McKenna, a pivotal character and easily the most interesting and 
eccentric, I was lucky enough to find two actors who both came in with very strong auditions: 
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Sean Reynolds and Jeff Pope.  Upon first seeing Sean I thought I had found Del McKenna.  The 
only possible problem with casting him was that he might be too good-looking to play Del.  
Usually, I try to not be terribly critical regarding casting based on an actor’s looks; I try to look 
for range first and then consider looks.  Fortunately, Jeff Pope had range, the right look, and he 
showed a genuine interest in the role from the first reading.   
Jeff Pope and Sean Reynolds came back for callbacks.  I had already chosen Sergio 
Figueroa as my lead to play David.  I chose Sergio based on his looks and the authenticity he 
brought to the part.  As the part called for a young man who could pass for being in high school 
we didn’t have as many talented youngsters audition as for the other two principle roles.  Sergio 
came in for callbacks to read with Sean and Jeff.  This process proved to be the deciding factor 
as the chemistry (if you can call it that) was more fitting with Jeff and Sergio.  I remember noting 
that when Sergio read with Sean you got the sense that Sergio could easily dominate Sean, 
whereas when Jeff read with him, Jeff would not be dominated and in fact he calmly remained in 
control of the scene.  I let the actors improvise and Jeff was able to not deviate from the core 
beats of the scene despite Sergio’s aggressive attacks.  Because of his ability to remain cool 
under pressure as well as maintain the integrity of the scene and the character, I chose Jeff Pope 
to play the crucial character of “Del McKenna.”  Another role that I already had someone in 
mind for was Del’s friend, “Jacobi.”  This part was pretty small.  I felt that Chris Patureau would 
be perfect for it.  He looks the part with his long hair and thick moustache.  He looks like 
someone from a bygone era.    
The Schedule 
 The script ended up being nineteen pages long.  Initially, I had planned three weekends in 
order to allow myself to get plenty of coverage as well as performances from the actors.  After 
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consulting with Andrew Bryan I decided that two weekends would be plenty of time.  I had 
planned my entire shoot around the Civil War reenactment happening at Port Hudson on the 
weekend of March 25
th
.  Shooting at this reenactment with my actor participating would allow 
for an air of authenticity to the film, which would otherwise be impossible, save for a significant 
investment in costumes, extras, and weaponry.  So, when I was granted permission to shoot the 
reenactment I knew that I would have to take full advantage.   
 For the first weekend I scheduled scenes one, two, three, five, six, seventeen, and 
eighteen to be shot.  Basically everything besides the scenes at Port Hudson was to be shot.  The 
first day I knew that a lot of my crew might still have Friday classes, so I chose the relatively 
short scenes three and five to be shot where Del picks up David from his house.  I reasoned that 
this made sense logically as well as psychologically because it is usually a good idea to shoot 
easier scenes on the first day.  At the same time you also have to consider that everyone is more 
energetic the first half of the shoot rather than the latter half.  Therefore, I made the first weekend 
heavier in terms of the number of scenes we had to shoot.  The second day I scheduled the scenes 
to be shot in the truck (scenes six and seventeen).  Scene six was very long (six pages), plus I 
was anticipating it taking a long time to set up the hood mount on Andrew’s truck.  The third 
shooting day, Sunday, March 20
th
, 2011 we dedicated to all of the high school classroom scenes.  
When I requested to use the Liberal Arts building room 129, I found out that due to other events 
taking place there I would only be able to use it on Sunday of that weekend.  Therefore, I 
scheduled the weekend around being able to shoot there on Sunday.  This ended up working out 
well because a heavy part of the production design would take place at the high school scene.  
Since Saturday’s set would be cramped (truck scene), we wouldn’t need as many crew members 
on set.  So, I got some crew from the art department, namely Christan Broussard (production 
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designer), and Jared Stanton (art director) to go over to the Liberal Arts building and pre-dress 
the set so as to make Sunday’s relatively heavy shooting day (thirty shots) not as difficult.   
 The second weekend was the weekend that a good portion of my crew would not make it 
because of Hamp Overton’s cinematography project.  It was good that this weekend wasn’t that 
heavy in terms of the shot list.  We would remain in one location.  I scheduled the entire 
weekend around the reenactments, which would take place at 2 p.m. on Saturday and 1p.m. on 
Sunday.   
 The first day (Friday, fourth shooting day) we would leave New Orleans headed for 
Jackson, LA around noon.  On the way there we would get a few M.O.S. shots inside Del’s truck 
that we hadn’t gotten the previous weekend.  We would also get transition b-roll outside the 
truck, the truck pulling into Port Hudson, and into the parking lot.  Friday we would shoot some 
shots from scenes six, seventeen, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, and fourteen.  Even though this 
is a lot of scenes, most of the stuff we had to get was pretty short so it was nothing we weren’t 
capable of.  The other thing I had to consider in making the shooting schedule was that I had 
spoken with Keith Bauers, the man responsible for organizing the reenactment units, and he had 
told me that Jeff Pope would be required to receive training before he would be able to 
participate in the reenactment.  The only time available for Keith and Jeff was on Friday evening.  
Keith said the training would take anywhere from thirty minutes to an hour.  So, basically, Jeff 
would be unavailable for a whole hour of shooting time on Friday evening, not to mention the 
amount of time it would take for him to get to and from the training camp and back to our home 
base.   
 On Saturday March 26
th
, the first day of the reenactment, I had scheduled scene fifteen 
and the rather long scene thirteen to be shot.  There were pretty obvious and logical reasons for 
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this scheduling.  My logic was that we would have to save the longer scenes at the camp ground 
to be Saturday night when we would have more time to set-up, since we didn’t have anything to 
do in the time between when the reenactment ended (about 3:00 pm) and night fall (around 7:00 
pm).  Additionally, I anticipated that our time on Friday could be delayed by several factors and 
it would be better to save the more extensive scenes for Saturday night, when we’d already be 
established.   
 For Sunday March 27
th
, we would get a second take at the reenactment and we would 
also shoot a few transition shots (Del’s truck leaving the site).  Sunday was easily our lightest 
day in terms of shooting.  I thought it would be appropriate to schedule it this way for two 
reasons: (1) it was our last day, and (2) I figured everyone would be tired by this time.  Given the 
fact that I had a limited window of time and resources, I definitely had the most efficient and 
logical schedule possible.   
Equipment and Supplies 
 My story is a drama with some comedic elements.  Therefore, it wouldn’t require any 
exceptional camera tricks.  Andrew Bryan and I agreed that we could use the compositions 
within the frame to help tell the story in more subtle ways rather than having any overt or 
dramatic camera moves.  I think that with dramatic films there shouldn’t be too many camera 
tricks to distract the audience from what’s going on between the characters.  Therefore, we 
mostly used static camera set-ups.  The equipment for these set-ups consisted of mostly gear 
from U.N.O.’s equipment room including: Canon 5D, Chameleon Dolly and track, jib arm, 
steadicam, 12 ft. ladder, tripod, high hat, and etc.  There was one camera set-up that I had never 
done before on my shoots that involved using a front-sided hood-mount.  For this we were lucky 
enough to use James Roe’s triple baby pin aluminum top cheese mount.  Sean McKinney 
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designed the hood mount using three C-stand arms, the cheese mount, ratchet straps, as well as 
two sets of suction cups provided by the equipment room at UNO.  We tested this rig extensively 
in similar driving conditions on the Wednesday before, to be assured it would work.  To record 
sound for this rather long scene I used two Lavaliere microphones mounted on the interior 
ceiling just above the two actors’ heads in the front seat.  I would monitor levels from Andrew’s 
back seat.  We also used some neutral density gels to darken the side windows in the over-the-
shoulder shots.   
 For the scene involving the Civil War reenactment I knew that we would only get two 
chances at getting good footage so we used as many cameras as possible – three (two Canons 
(5D and 7D)), and one Panasonic HVX-200 on the battlefield operated by Andrew Bryan.  For 
Andrew to be allowed to shoot some footage on the field during the battle, Keith Bauers told us 
that he would need to dress Andrew in full company uniform so he wouldn’t be a distraction for 
the spectators.  He would also be required to have the camera hidden inside a haversack bag sold 
by an authentic sutler.  The way that it worked out was good because I needed an extra uniform 
anyway so that Dr. Jacobi (Del’s buddy) could be in uniform in the card-playing scene.  So 
Andrew, who was about the same size as Chris, could just wear that one.  All the other 
equipment that we used was fairly standard during the shoots: grip truck, lights, stands, stingers, 
and so on.     
Rehearsals 
 After finding my three primary actors I announced to them that I liked to do a lot of 
rehearsing and asked them if that was a problem for any of them.  Fortunately, they all liked the 
idea and preferred more rather than less rehearsals.  All the rehearsals took place at the neutral 
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site of the PAC’s third floor rooms.  We would normally rehearse at least once a week for six 
weeks up until shooting time.   
 My main concern in rehearsals was getting the actors to hit all the right beats so when we 
actually started shooting we could jump right into it without having to do too many takes.  I 
figured that if I could find a way to get what I wanted in only a few takes from them then it 
would be much better than using seven or eight takes.   
 Throughout pre-production, I was reading I’ll Be in My Trailer, an excellent book on 
directing actors recommended by Phil Karnell.  I culled a lot of information from this book and 
used it in rehearsals and shooting.  One idea I got from the book was to try and save the really 
emotionally charged performances
2
 for shooting time.  This way the actor doesn’t peak 
prematurely and saves their best stuff for when it counts.  I reasoned that I would like to see 
authentic emotions on camera and I thought that it made sense that the emotions displayed on 
camera may seem contrived and inauthentic if I forced the actors to reach the same levels during 
rehearsals.  I also tried to break each scene down into beats and to explain those beats to the 
actors where they could understand it well.  I made a point to always ask the actors their opinions 
about the scene
3
, to be sure that they understood it.  I also tried to incorporate their ideas into the 
script
4.  Jeff Pope was, as he mentioned, “method to a certain degree,” and I understood through 
talking to J.A. Patton who had worked with Jeff on “Moon Pie” that Jeff would really get into the 
character and commit himself to it one hundred percent, even by bringing his own props and 
costume items that he thought fit the character.  Jeff also had really good instincts and intuition 
about the character.  For example, during one rehearsal he put forward the idea that his 
performance of Del McKenna would be modeled on Chris Cooper’s performance as John 
                                                 
2
 Badham and Moderno, I’ll Be in My Trailer (114). 
3 Ibid (21). 
4 Ibid (100). 
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Laroche in Adaptation (2002).  I thought it was a spot-on observation.  So, I knew that Jeff 
understood the character and the performance I wanted to see.  This allowed me to work more 
with Sergio Figueroa who was noticeably less experienced and would need more practice to get 
the performance I needed.   
 With Sergio I had to rehearse twice as much as with the other two.  I tried to explain the 
scene to him in terms of the beats.  As in, “at this line you feel that Ms. Jackson is trying to trap 
you, but you won’t be suckered.”  I always made a point to use action verbs explaining the 
character’s goals5.  I also would identify the beats in the scenes where the goals changed and I 
made sure that Sergio understood and was able to hit them as well.  I rehearsed with Sergio until 
he hit all the right beats in terms of his performance in rehearsals and I thought that he’d be able 
to recall the beats during production.  One problem I specifically had to work on with Sergio was 
trying to get him to expand his range of reactions.  He seemed to give a complaining sort of 
winy, sulking expression a lot but he could rarely expand this to give a defiant or more confident 
yet rebellious reaction.  I needed to see him grow from a sulky, spoiled, young adolescent, to a 
mature, confident, yet humble, and respectful young man.  Part of this transformation would 
have to be on display in his scenes at the end with Ms. Jackson.  He seemed to get it in the 
rehearsals.   
 With Havilah, whose scenes were at the beginning and end of the story, I needed her not 
to be so much a changing dynamic character but a static and challenging character as a foil to 
David.  In some of the early rehearsals with David I told her to talk to him as if she were an old 
family friend and to scold him in a sensitive, motherly way.  But I realized it was better for her to 
be colder to David and less friendly, to emphasize the fact that she meant business and yet still 
cared about David’s education.  Havilah understood the importance of the beats with relative 
                                                 
5 Badham and Moderno, I’ll Be in My Trailer (19) 
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ease and therefore I didn’t need to rehearse with her as much.  I cast her for her powerful and 
intimidating presence but also recognized that she could be more sensitive as well.  I felt that her 
recitation of the Gettysburg Address was a key scene and she brought a commanding presence to 
that speech from the beginning.  So, mostly I needed to work with her on the scenes with David.  
I gave her goals within the scene such as: “give David an ultimatum,” or “appeal to his reason,” 
or to “figure David out.”  These action verbs helped Havilah to hit the right emotional beats.   
 Some of the special experimenting I did in terms of rehearsals were to actually use my 
car and have Jeff Pope drive Sergio around in the parking lot to emulate the experience of what it 
would be like on set.  I think this was helpful for the actors because it allowed them to get 
comfortable with performing all the dialogue as well as any business I gave them so as to avoid 
continuity problems.  I also rehearsed the physical confrontation scene with Jeff and Sergio 
many times to get them really familiar with the blocking.  Jeff even came up with a few ideas for 
this in terms of the different holds he would put Sergio in.  This was also very helpful when it 
came to shooting because the actors were able to recall the blocking with ease, which allowed us 
to shoot with very little on-set blocking rehearsals.   
Costumes, Props, and Vehicles 
Lindsey Terrebonne, my casting director, said during the auditions that she would be glad 
to help with costumes, so I decided to use her as my costumes person as well.  For the costumes I 
didn’t spend any money except for the Civil War uniforms I bought from Fall Creek Suttlery.  
These uniforms I knew would have to be authentic, not only because authenticity is obviously 
something I wanted but also out of necessity, because Keith Bauers was a stickler for it and 
would accept nothing less.  So, I bought two full Confederate States uniforms (trousers, jacket, 
kepi, suspenders, belt buckle, and undershirt) and one Union army uniform consisting of the 
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same items.  I had asked Jeff Pope and Sergio their jacket and trouser size immediately after they 
were cast so I could allow Fall Creek enough time to send the uniforms to New Orleans.  Once 
the uniforms arrived, everything fit the actors perfectly, except for Jeff.  Perhaps the sizes ran 
slightly small or else Jeff was a little off in the size he gave me.  Whatever the problem was, I 
had to find a uniform that would fit Jeff for the battle.  Keith offered us some trousers and a pair 
of shoes, which ended up working much better.  I was very lucky to have Keith Bauers’ 
assistance.  If it weren’t for Keith, I would have had an actor who couldn’t fit into the uniform I 
had ordered and of course there was no way to order another uniform and have it delivered in 
time.   
For the reenactment we also used the extra Confederate States uniform for my camera 
operator, Andrew Bryan.  Keith would not allow Andrew to step on the battlefield without 
proper shoes.  We were lucky that Andrew had some dark boots that resembled the real thing 
closely enough (even though they weren’t made by a sutler) for Keith.  As for the other costumes 
for Jeff, he supplied most of his own.  I figured it would save us money.  Sergio provided his 
own costumes as well.  They both brought their own clothes based on the notes I had given them.  
For Jeff, jeans and a flannel shirt plus a baseball cap.  For Sergio, I basically told him to look at 
the T.V. show The Jersey Shore (2009).  I told him to bring polo shirts, flashy jeans, bright, 
colorful; “clubbing” type designer shirts.  We found suitable costumes from what they brought.  I 
told Havilah to bring very business-like and young professional clothes.  With Lindsey’s help we 
ended up choosing mostly business slacks, a white collared shirt, and charcoal blazers for her.  
All her colors would be somewhat drab with no pastels, very corporate to reflect Ms. Jackson’s 
no-nonsense disposition.  We also chose opposite colors of red and green for Sergio and Jeff in 
the scene towards the beginning, then different shades of blue for both of them in the latter part 
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to reflect the resolution between the two.  For the extras in the classroom scene we asked them 
all to wear what students would naturally wear in high schools in Louisiana – white collared 
shirts, khaki slacks or skirts, with blue blazers or navy blue pullovers/sweaters.   
The major props used in the film were for Sergio: ipod, iphone, and book bag.  The cell 
phone was the most important because it was part of the pivotal scene in which Del smashes it.  
For this we had to find a broken iphone or we had to simply break one.  Christan Broussard our 
production designer actually graciously offered us the use of her iphone for the scene where Del 
breaks the phone.    
Del’s major props were: dip can and spit cup, Civil War-era rifle, and music tapes (The 
Band and a mix tape).  We were lucky enough to be provided a rifle by Keith Bauers’ unit for the 
reenactment.  He also provided us with a clothespin to attach the bill of the kepi to the top so it 
fit properly.  We had to buy the haversack bag and he provided us with ammo and other 
accoutrements.  The dip can we bought along with real snuff dip, a Styrofoam cup, and paper 
towel as real “dippers” often use.  Jared Stanton, our art director, made The Band’s music tapes.  
He used a jpeg image and printed it out the proper size so it could fit into a cassette case.  The 
real tape case was actually rather difficult to find for him.   
For vehicles, we originally were going to use Drew Errington’s red 1982 pick-up truck.  
However, it was in the shop for repairs during the shoot.  So we had to use Andrew Bryan’s 
black Ford Ranger.  The Ranger suited Del well enough as far as his character went.  It was 
rather small in the interior but it had enough room, as it had an extended cabin.  We still only had 
room for the actor, the cameraman, camera and tripod, and myself in the back seat running the 
DAR for the scene.  Then, for the two-shot where the camera was mounted to the hood, we only 
had room for myself, and the two actors.  We tested these two set-ups extensively and discovered 
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that they both worked.  The truck could have been bigger, but it was the best decision and choice 
at the time and it worked fine.  The other props we used were: water posing as “moonshine,” 
glass jars for drinking the moonshine, a cigarillo, playing cards, and two of David’s history 
papers. 
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Chapter 3 
Music 
Music was inextricably linked to the story from the very beginning.  Obviously, I would 
have loved to use “The Night They Drove Ole Dixie Down” in the film, but this would’ve 
proven too difficult to secure the rights.  I did find a song in the Public Domain that fit the story 
very well in Sam Collins’ “Lonesome Road Blues.”  I also asked Elaine Maltezos to score some 
music for the build-up to the reenactment scene.   
The fact that I couldn’t use “The Night They Drove Ole Dixie Down” was solved in the 
story by Del remarking that his tape player doesn’t work.  I think this worked well because Del is 
an old-fashioned guy who wouldn’t have a compact disc of this music.  Also because we reveal 
later that the tape player does work and that Del intentionally denied David the use of it so that 
David would be forced to talk to him, it being his duty to educate David.  So, I believe that I was 
able to solve the problem from a legal standpoint as well as use the solution to better tell the 
story.  Also, “Lonesome Road Blues” works as a piece because it has an “old-timey” sound 
similar to Americana music such as “Big Rock Candy Mountain” used in O Brother Where Art 
Thou (2000, Joel Coen).  It is a song that Del McKenna would like musically but also lyrically.  
It tells the story of a man whose family has been killed or lost and he’s trying to find his way 
home or a place that he can call his home.  So, it works for David because he’s new in town and 
is trying to find a new home.  
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Chapter 4 
Production 
First Day of Shooting 
The first day of shooting was Friday March 18, 2011.  We were scheduled that day to 
shoot an exterior scene at Gina’s friend’s house in Destrehan.  We had checked out the 
equipment the day before so it was ready in the grip truck.  I drove the grip truck to the location 
in Destrehan.  The weather was mostly sunny with a few clouds.  The scene we had to shoot was 
pretty short.  It was the scene where Del and David first meet.  It breaks down like this: Del pulls 
up to David’s house where David is waiting outside sitting on the curb.  David is listening to his 
ipod and doesn’t notice that Del has pulled up.  So, Del spits tobacco near David’s feet.  David 
notices it and looks up at Del.  Del introduces himself and tells David to get in.  David stands up, 
walks over, opens the door, and gets in.   
The shot list consisted of seven shots and we were supposed to wrap at seven.  The only 
hiccup on this day was that sometimes the sun would go behind the clouds and we had to wait 
for it to come out again.  We also had to set-up the dip spit trick for a while because we had to 
have it look realistic.  Luckily, Jared Stanton, the art director, had experience chewing tobacco; 
and so he was able to step up to the plate and hit his mark on the first try.  Other than these two 
things the first day was rather easy.  We wrapped on time at seven, packed everything up, and 
left having gotten everything we needed.   
Second Day of Shooting 
The second day we started out at the previous day’s location as our base camp.  This was 
the day that we’d planned on shooting all the scenes in the truck, which were scenes six and 
seventeen.  We arrived at the base camp at about nine a.m.  For the first couple of hours we had 
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to put the car mount on the truck, because we’d planned on getting the two-shots first since they 
were the most challenging.  As Andrew and Sean set up the camera on the hood-mount they 
realized that the windshield’s reflection of the clouds made the picture unclear.  Therefore, we 
had to wait until the sun lowered in the sky to get off the two two-shots.  
We set up for the over-the-shoulder shots.  We had to tape some neutral density .6 gels on 
the side windows so the outside of the car wouldn’t over-expose.  After getting that set up we 
rolled onto airline Hwy 61 to shoot.  I had already set up the two Lavaliere microphones on the 
car’s ceiling above each actor’s head.  This was how I had recorded sound in a car scene on 
Jongunnar Gylfason’s thesis film, Fingers (2011).  It had worked well.  The other benefit is that 
we wouldn’t have to make any adjustments once set (as in if we broke for lunch and the actor 
wanted to remove the lavaliere for a while).  This was how we were going to record the sound 
for all the scenes.  The DAR was running off of battery power and I had bought a lot of extra 
batteries because the FR2 is notorious for running out of battery power very quickly.   
We got some of Jeff Pope’s shots taken care of then we had to break for lunch at about 2 
pm.  After lunch we got the rest of the coverage for Del and then Sergio.  This day was tough 
because at one point we made a wrong turn and went over a bridge and it took us awhile for all 
three cars to get back on Highway 61.  We had one car going in front and one car behind us to 
ensure that we had sort of a buffer zone from all the traffic.   
We were able to get several takes of the medium shots and the close-ups of both actors. 
Then, with about an hour left of sunlight, we moved onto the stuff with the camera attached to 
the hood mount.  This was a nerve-racking part of the day.  However, I was confident in Sean 
McKinney’s rigging of the mount and camera.  Once we got the camera set-up we pushed record 
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on the camera and DAR and rolled out.  We were able to get the two shots with just enough 
sunlight to expose the image properly.   
Overall, the day went pretty well considering the fact that I’d never done shots with a car 
mount on two scenes, which were both pretty long.  We also had another day where we wrapped 
under twelve hours.  Andrew also got some transition shots of the moon that we could use later.   
Third Day of Shooting 
Day three was Saturday, March 20
th
, 2011.  We were to shoot all the high school 
classroom stuff on this day.  It wasn’t going to be difficult in terms of the amount of pages we 
had to shoot.  However, we needed about twenty extras that looked to be in high school in 
costume for half the day, this made it a little stressful.  On this day we probably had the largest 
amount of people on set (total of about fifty people).  I arrived on set at about seven a.m. with the 
grip truck.  I had parked it initially in the parking lot in between the post office and the Business 
building by using the service vehicle parking spot.  I had hoped that my art department had 
dressed the set the previous day, but when I got there they apparently hadn’t done anything 
except scope out the place and bring over the teacher’s desk.  We still had to remove about fifty 
desks from the room and set them along the wall on the outside of the room.  After having 
instructed them on where I wanted everything placed, they got to work and we were ready to 
shoot two hours later.  We had to cheat this room to make it look smaller.  So, every time we 
were facing in Ms. Jackson’s direction we used the front half of the room and every time we 
were looking the opposite direction we took all twenty desks and backed them up to the back of 
the room – this made the room look smaller; like a high school rather than a college classroom.   
In the shooting schedule we’d planned for the dolly shoot to take only an hour since it 
was a “wish list” shot.  Therefore, we promised to only film two takes.  Luckily, it only took two 
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takes to get it right.  I was lucky to have Kevin Hughes help Andrew as he filled in for a missing 
first Assistant Camera.  Jonathan Frey was our second A.D., and he did well in handling all the 
extras.  Our goal was to finish all the shots that included extras before lunch.  This way we didn’t 
have them all day and we could let them go after only six hours.  We were able to accomplish 
this goal.  After lunch we shot the rest of the scene with Sergio and Havilah only.  It was good to 
have less people on set.  We were able to get all the coverage that I really wanted.  We didn’t 
really have any problems this day, although I really wanted Sergio to deliver some of his lines in 
a certain way in scene 18 (the last scene in the movie).  He had gotten the right kind of delivery 
that I wanted in rehearsals yet for some reason he didn’t have it at the time we were shooting.  
So, I kept rehearsing with him on set.  He would get it a little better but still it wasn’t quite what I 
wanted.  I tried all kinds of methods: giving him different goals, motivations, or line readings 
where I demonstrated what I wanted and yet none of it seemed to work.  For his last line where 
he says, “in war…in these battles…if you’ve learned something, then you’ve won.  It’s all in 
there,” I wanted a more assured and almost devil-may-care attitude from Sergio.  Unfortunately, 
in the film Sergio comes off as being similar to the way he is in the beginning.  This, I guess, is 
ultimately my fault as I didn’t want to take extra time and I was worried about other things.  So, I 
didn’t get another take.  Ultimately, getting the right performance of this line wouldn’t matter 
because I didn’t end up using the line in the finer cuts of the film.  The shoot went very well on 
Sunday, with the only problem being that I hadn’t gotten the best performance from Sergio.  But 
this only happened for that one line.   
Fourth Day of Shooting 
The second weekend was our camping out weekend where we would pack all of our gear 
(including camping gear) into the grip truck and head to Port Hudson, where we would sleep in 
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tents all weekend and cook our own food, fight bugs, and try to get some sleep.  We were 
supposed to meet at the PAC parking lot at noon and leave from there in a caravan.  For this 
weekend we had a smaller crew with a total of seven people all weekend.  Therefore, for this 
trying weekend we had several people pulling double duty.  For example, Gina Tyler was 1
st
 
A.D., craft services, and producer.  Chris Patureau helped out as a grip, and acted in one scene, 
and Sean McKinney and Alex Lanaux were both in the grip and electric department as well as 1
st
 
and 2
nd
 A.C.’s.  And, Lindsey Terrebonne and Christan Broussard both helped out whenever they 
could, always bringing a positive attitude.   
We were supposed to leave the PAC at noon, after having met there at eleven a.m.  
Everyone was there by eleven but we still had to pack all our gear in the truck.  We also had to 
make sure that everyone got there because some of the crewmembers hadn’t been to Port Hudson 
before.  Gina Tyler showed up a little later as she had to print out some disclaimers saying that 
we were shooting there to give to the front gate so they could be disseminated to the spectators as 
they came in.  We actually forgot to pass them out at the front gate, but it wasn’t a problem 
because no one at the reenactment was concerned about being filmed.  Once we had packed all 
the food Gina had bought as well as the camping gear, and we’d figured out the riding 
arrangements and given everyone two-way radios, we left the PAC at about 2:00 p.m.   
Because of a miscommunication between Andrew and me where he thought I would meet 
them at Lindsey’s house just outside of Baton Rouge, this delayed their arrival for about half an 
hour.  It turned out to be nothing, as we had plenty of time to set up the tents.  An unforeseen 
problem appeared when I talked to Keith Bauers.  He had originally told me that he could offer 
Jeff the requisite training around six p.m.  We’d planned our shooting schedule where we could 
get Jeff trained and outfitted in his uniform all at the same time before dark, so that this training 
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wouldn’t interrupt our shooting schedule.  However, Keith told me that he had to wait until all 
the soldiers who needed training were present before he did the training.  Keith also told us that 
Jeff Pope would need to “report for duty” at six a.m. the next morning.  This would put a severe 
hamper on our shooting schedule for that night.  I needed to do something about the schedule.  I 
needed to cut a scene.  I ended up cutting the first confrontation that Del and David have.  By 
doing this, we would shoot only two shorter scenes that night and then have the longer fight 
scene shot on Saturday night.  This was much more feasible.   
We got all our lighting set up and started shooting.  But, after we had only shot a couple 
of shots Keith called.  So we had to delay shooting for about an hour and a half.  During the 
break in shooting we had dinner and then started shooting again when Jeff came back.  The two 
scenes we shot than night were the grinding the coffee beans scene and the scene where they go 
to sleep.  It wasn’t very difficult once we got the lights set up.  I was planning on getting some 
wild lines of Del and Jacobi talking before David comes out.  It was supposed to be some odd 
funny conversation that would distract David enough to make him look out of the tent.  But we 
were only able to record a little bit of dialogue because I’d asked the two to improvise, but I 
decided that I’d get it in post and actually use something that I’d scripted.   
 We started out the day with the Steadicam shot where the two first arrive on the scene.  
This shot took a while to actually get right because we had a fairly new Steadicam operator and 
the shot was inherently difficult.  Because we did about seven takes of it where Andrew had to 
say “re-set” or “back to one” so many times I could tell that this was upsetting my actor, Jeff.  I 
tried to do whatever I could to ameliorate Jeff’s mood.  I could understand why he was frustrated 
because all the problems with the scene were always because of camera and therefore there was 
nothing he could have done better to expedite the process.  Eventually, after he’d complained 
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about the duffle bag he was carrying being too heavy, I went over and took some clothes out of it 
to make it lighter for him.  There was nothing else I felt I could do though because I trusted that 
Andrew would let me know when we got a circle take of it.  Andrew, Sean, Chris, Will, and I 
were there.  The rest were helping set up tents.  So, we were being pretty efficient by spreading 
the work out evenly.  Unfortunately, we wouldn’t wrap until midnight, so it was definitely a 
twelve-hour day for everyone.  And, actually, Jeff wouldn’t get a twelve-hour turn-around 
because he’d have to wake up at six a.m.   
Fifth Day of Shooting 
 Our fifth shooting day proved to be one of the more challenging of the entire shoot.  It 
was Saturday, March 26
th
, 2011.  Lindsey Terrebonne woke up and accompanied Jeff to the 
company meeting at six a.m.  I didn’t go because we would have to do some shots with Sergio 
and I also had to set up for the reenactment shoot that afternoon at the battlefield.  So, after 
getting up and having some breakfast, I went over with Andrew to see if we could get some 
footage of Jeff in his company.  All of this stuff was shot documentary-style and we had no idea 
if we’d be able to use it or not.  But we weren’t really doing anything anyway so we shot some 
footage of Jeff’s training.  When Jeff had a moment to step out we went and bought him a 
haversack bag at one of the sutler tents.  Everything was an illuminating experience being at this 
place because all the re-enactors and sulters were so serious about their hobby that for a moment 
you felt like you really were in the Civil War of America in the early 1860’s.  As Jeff and I stood 
in line in a sutler tent ready to buy our bag I noticed the soldier in front of us (probably in his 
early 30’s) had an old wallet and some currency which I’d never seen before; it looked very old-
fashioned so I had to assume that it was money fashioned by some enthusiast to resemble real 
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money used during the Civil War.  Andrew and I also decided to get some footage of Sergio 
walking around the sutler tents and then we could match them together.   
As the time approached for the reenactment (2:00 p.m.) I had all kinds of thoughts race 
through my head: “will Jeff be okay out there considering he didn’t get much sleep?  Will he 
have enough water?  What if he dehydrates?  What if his gun misfires and causes an injury?”  All 
of these worries were due to the fact that I was shooting part of my fictional thesis film in an 
environment that I didn’t have any direct control over and where I couldn’t even communicate 
with my actor or cinematographer (both of whom were on the battlefield).  We shot the re-
enactment with three cameras.  Andrew Bryan, dressed in a full CS uniform, was carrying an 
HVX-200 hidden in a haversack bag.  Sean McKinney was operating the 5D on top of a twelve-
foot ladder behind the rope for spectators.  And Chris Patureau had another HVX behind the 
spectator rope as well.  Will Addison was using the Fostex FR-2 and AT mic from a pretty safe 
distance, well behind the spectator line.  I knew that sound was probably very difficult to capture 
considering the wide dynamic range of some of the things he had to get.  The cannons were 
easily the loudest things out there.  They were loud enough to rattle your eardrums.  Basically, 
Will had to record at such a low level because the sporadic cannon fire would easily clip or over-
modulate if he turned up the levels to hear the much quieter gun fire.  But, getting sound of the 
battle wasn’t as important because I had envisioned that the scene would be a montage and we 
would have some music over the scene anyway.   
The re-enactment lasted about half an hour but it seemed like much longer than that.  I 
was worried about Jeff.  Somehow the sounds of gunfire tend to augment any worries and 
confusion one is experiencing in a situation like this.  After I re-convened with Jeff I asked him 
how it went and he said that it was difficult to get all the company marching movements down, it 
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being his first time.  I also spoke to Andrew afterwards.  From my perspective, I thought Andrew 
must have gotten some excellent footage since he seemed to be running around to position 
himself in the right place every time.  It was also partly the excitement of seeing such a large-
scale battle first hand, but I thought that the footage we got must have been awesome.  So, when 
Andrew said that he thought we needed to do it again the next day I was a little surprised.  He 
insisted, however, and I trusted him.  Andrew also mentioned that he needed Jeff to give him a 
signal when he went down as well so he could get the all-important shot of Del “dying.”  This 
would cut together with the stuff we got with Sergio observing the re-enactment.  Jeff seemed 
reluctant to cooperate when I asked this of him.  At base camp I mentioned to Andrew that Jeff 
was pretty upset because of what was being asked of him.  Andrew then replied that if anyone 
should be upset, it was he.  It was probably the stress of shooting taking its toll on both of them.  
This is where I had to step in as mediator between two people who worked differently.  Andrew 
is more methodical, wanting to make every lighting set-up perfect and taking his time to fix any 
problems.  Jeff preferred to be in the moment and do things quickly and intuitively.  I respected 
both of them immensely, so I sort of had to mitigate any problems that arose between them.  
Fortunately, these problems didn’t lead to any direct confrontations between the two of them.  
But, I would usually hear a heavy sigh from Jeff after Andrew would ask to get another take, or 
if he was taking any extra time to get the scene lit how he wanted it.  I tried to ease Jeff’s mind 
by talking to him in between takes about the character or other things.  On the whole, it seemed 
to work.   
That afternoon at dusk we shot the morning scene with Sergio, which we’d originally 
planned to shoot on Sunday morning.  This would make our Sunday pretty easy, as we’d only 
have to shoot a few transition scenes and the reenactment.  After this we had dinner and then 
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began some lighting for the fight scene.  The lighting of the fight scene took longer than 
expected because of the high camera angle, as well as just getting some of the minor tweaks 
right.  This was frustrating for Jeff, I could tell.  There were bugs everywhere and no matter how 
much bug spray we put on they still seemed to come at you.  I knew that whatever needed to be 
done was for a good reason.  In spite of the difficulties on this set we were able to get everything 
we needed.  I also felt like I got some really excellent performances out of Sergio, particularly 
with the scene where he finally stands up to Del calling him a “farb.”  This was where somehow 
I got something very emotional and defiant out of Sergio, which was basically what I wanted out 
of him.  We ended up wrapping the scene at about three in the morning.  Despite the myriad bug 
bites on all of us, and the general weariness we were experiencing, the next day would be rather 
easy.  At that time I didn’t know what I could have done better.  In retrospect, I could have 
planned out the shots better with storyboards and gotten pictures; this would have sped up the 
process.   
Sixth Day of Shooting 
Sunday March 27
th
, 2011 was our last day of shooting and like our first day it was one of 
the easier days…at least on paper it was.  We all woke up late from the previous day’s shoot.  I 
woke up at nine a.m.  I don’t know how I was surviving with so little sleep because the entire 
weekend I probably had only gotten four or five hours total.  We seemed to be dragging our feet 
this day, but with the previous day being so brutal it was for good reason.  At first we had to 
shoot the truck entering the parking lot with Jeff Pope and Sergio dressed in their same costumes 
as they’d worn for the previous Saturday’s scene.  Once Jeff and Sergio were dressed, we set up 
the camera on a hill and signaled them to come through.  The traffic was heavy as we were 
shooting around noon and the re-enactment was at 1 p.m. that day.  It took a little while to get 
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into where the parking lot was.  Once we got there, Will ran out of batteries on the Fostex, with 
no back-ups.  But it wasn’t a problem as the shot had no dialogue and was more-or-less a 
transitional shot.  After we got two takes of the drive-in we had to hurry and get Jeff and Andrew 
in uniform so that they’d be ready for the re-enactment at 1 p.m.  It was already 12:30.  So, I had 
legitimate cause for worry.  Somehow Jeff got into uniform and found his company amongst the 
five hundred or so other reenactors.  Andrew reconvened with the Louisiana 7
th
.   
The reenactment itself started at least thirty minutes late.  I thought it was going to rain 
that day as well, a prospect which would’ve been disastrous for us but somehow, once again, we 
got lucky.  This reenactment lasted longer.  I looked around at our crew and we all seemed to be 
working much more efficiently than the previous day.  The reenactment itself lasted longer and it 
was complete with a surrender (to the booing of the southern-partisan crowd, mind you) of the 
rebel troops.  There was also a helicopter flying above us throughout which distracted many of 
the spectators who complained about it.  It was hard to tell if Andrew and Jeff were more 
comfortable this time around.  I could only wait until it was finished to talk to them.  This was 
our last chance at capturing what we needed.  Fortunately, Andrew said that we got everything 
we needed including the most important shot of Del “dying.”  Jeff said it was better for him as 
well.  He felt more comfortable with the movements of his company.  Jeff seemed relieved.  I 
was too.  Then, I realized we still needed to get some transition shots of the truck entering the 
state park.  This would mean Jeff and Sergio would have to change again.  I consulted with 
Andrew and he said that we weren’t finished yet.  I informed Jeff.  He was quiet for a few 
moments.  I could tell he was upset.  He agreed to do it, then reluctantly said, “I thought we were 
done.”  I didn’t know that he had injured himself a little when he’d fallen to “die.”  So, it was no 
surprise he wasn’t happy to hear that we had more shooting to do.  He said he needed to cool off 
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and that he just wanted to be taken back to the campsite.  We got in the truck with Jeff and me 
riding in the back of the truck’s bed.  Andrew stopped and opened the window and told Jeff that 
he needed to close the gate in order to be safe.  Jeff heard this and jumped off, saying that he was 
going to walk instead.  I chose to follow Jeff.  The walk back would take longer but I had to talk 
to Jeff and make sure that he was okay.  He was reluctant to talk as I trailed behind him.  
Eventually, once we got to the campsite and he was able to cool off he opened up a bit more and 
told me about his injury – he had driven the butt of his gun into his kidney as he fell to “die.”  He 
also complained about the shoes, which I knew couldn’t have been comfortable, as they spared 
no expense to make every detail as identical to the original shoes worn in the 1860’s as possible, 
including the hard-as-wood insoles.  Once Jeff was able to relax and cool off a bit he was ready 
to go again.   
The final two shots were at the entrance of Port Hudson State Park.  We got a shot of the 
truck entering the site, as well as a transition shot of the truck, which panned with the truck as it 
sped down the highway; we could use this anywhere.  This was our “martini shot,” as they say.  
We called a wrap and went back to the campsite, and loaded up all of our gear, and headed back 
home.  We were finished with principal photography and I was happy with what we got.   
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Chapter 5 
Post-production 
The rough cut was shown to Erik Hansen’s screenwriting class on Friday, June 10th, 
2011.  This was technically the fifth cut of the film but I still consider it a rough cut.  Some 
concerns I had coming into the screening were whether or not they would consider the film to be 
too subtle in terms of its theme.  I was also concerned because even though I considered the film 
to be a drama/comedy, student films that are “comedies” are often over-the-top and somewhat 
sophomoric in their humor.  Also, the comedies often establish that they are comedies from the 
beginning, and this film has just as many serious moments as comedic.  Basically, I was 
concerned that they wouldn’t get the point I was trying to make, as well as they wouldn’t even 
know what to think of the film.   
One piece of feedback I got from the class was: they wanted to see more of a reason why 
David would change at the end.  I had heard this one before, so it only reinforced the idea that we 
should get pick-up shots of Sergio.  Other things were: they couldn’t understand which side was 
which during the reenactment.  They also said that the spit Del made to David’s feet was pretty 
far.  They thought the scene with the teacher dragged on a little too long.  Some of the feedback 
actually wasn’t that helpful because it wasn’t really feedback on the editing but rather on the 
story.  This wasn’t surprising, considering that this was a screenwriting class.  But, overall it was 
pretty helpful in terms of the pacing, too.  There was also one student who got the theme of the 
movie and that relieved some of my initial apprehensions.   
I also showed the film to Andrew Bryan.  He gave me a lot of helpful feedback.  His 
main concern was that we needed to follow David more and get good reactions from him in key 
scenes.  I had taken out a scene that was one of the key scenes in the early drafts of the film – the 
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scene involving the conversation in the car about the song, “The Night They Drove Ole Dixie 
Down.”  I really wanted to keep this exchange in the movie.  The problem with it is that it went 
on for probably no less than a minute.  One minute in a fifteen-minute film is longer than you 
would think.  Plus, this exchange was part of a scene that was the longest in the movie.  
Originally, the scene was probably six or seven minutes.  It was in a car, too.  Therefore, having 
a scene in a car last six minutes in a fifteen minute movie is difficult for the audience because it 
seems to drag on for too long.  I just had to bite the bullet and get to the most important stuff that 
furthered the story.   
Andrew said that the best scene in the movie was the last car ride scene.  It wasn’t as long 
and it had moments of real beauty in it.  Another thing that fellow grad student K.D. Amond 
pointed out was that I needed to add in a quick line at the beginning of the scene where Del first 
picks up David from his house.  She thought that it was a little odd that David’s mother would 
allow her son to go on a trip with a complete stranger.  She said the solution was to add in a line 
where Del asks David at the very beginning if his mother had signed a release form.  This was a 
simple solution to a minor problem.  So I decided to get a wild line of that part.  Another thing 
that Chris Martin, the editor, pointed out was that Del’s line in the fight scene was “I got 15 text 
messages from your mom last night.”  The problem with this is that in the story’s timeline Del, 
David, and Jacobi only spend one night sleeping in the tent.  Therefore, if Del has taken David’s 
phone on the same day as the confrontation, why would he say “last night?”  I asked if he could 
just cut it short, but it sounded awkward in every take because of his fast delivery.  I would need 
to get a wild line of that as well.   
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Update – 10/25/11 
I have now re-edited the reenactment scene.  I used a method recommended by Andrew 
Bryan to re-organize the footage from the reenactment.  We shot an enormous amount of footage 
for this scene because we had shot two days for about an hour each, using three cameras, which 
were continuously shooting.  Andrew suggested that I search though all the footage and make 
sub-clips using the “in” and “out” marks to find the useable clips within the very long shots.  
Some shots lasted more than twenty minutes, so it was necessary to look through the entire clip 
and bring out all the good footage through using sub-clips.  Then, I would have to create new 
bins, re-name the sub-clips, and put them into one of four bins.  The bins I used were: “build-
up,” “fight,” “surrender,” and “Sergio.”  The bin entitled “Sergio” was all the stuff I shot of my 
lead actor, Sergio reacting to what he saw on the battlefield.  Once I put the sub-clips in the 
appropriate bin I would use the “color” tab to rate each clip.  Cyan meant excellent, green meant 
good, yellow meant okay, and orange meant bad.  Using this specific method of categorizing and 
organizing the clips expedited the process because I knew exactly where to find any specific 
shots I needed.  First, I would conceptualize what I wanted to see (I sort of did this when I was 
re-naming and organizing the clips), then I would simply try and find it in all the cyan clips first; 
and if I couldn’t find it there I would move on to the green, then yellow clips.  Fortunately, I 
rarely used the yellow clips.  Mostly I was using the green and cyan ones.  By separating the sub-
clips themselves into three different bins, namely, build-up, fight, and surrender, I was already 
assuring that the scene would have a beginning, middle, and end.   
After getting the organization right, the editing was quite enjoyable and smooth.  My first 
cut of the scene I aimed to do two things: create the sense that Del’s side (the rebels) were 
winning at first and then they get overtaken and lose to the Yankees, and to simply make David 
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slowly become emotionally affected by what he sees on the battlefield.  In order to accomplish 
this, I would need to find the footage of Del McKenna “going down.”  Initially, I hadn’t been 
able to find it.  Andrew Bryan assured me that he had gotten it.  So, I scoured the footage and 
eventually found a nice shot of Del dying.  This I would inter-cut with David reacting 
emotionally to what he sees.  The first cut of the scene was about seven minutes long.  I showed 
it to Andrew Bryan, and 2
nd
 year grad student, Virgile Beddock.  They both said it needed to be 
cut down.  Andrew also suggested going in tight for all the intense battle scenes rather than 
cutting to the long shots.  I felt this helped a lot.  Eventually I got the scene down to about four 
minutes and added some temp music as well as a bugle playing taps around the time when Del 
goes down.  This cut I showed to Erik Hansen, Hamp Overton, and Danny Retz.  They all said it 
was a big improvement over the initial cut of that scene.  Erik told me I still needed to cut it 
down about half a minute or so.   
Pick-up Shots 
Although both Erik and Danny agreed that this was a much-improved scene, Erik still 
believed for the sake of the overall quality of the film that I would need to shoot an additional 
scene to show David’s arc.  Both Danny and Erik, after seeing the rough cut of the film agreed 
that I didn’t have that moment in the film and that I would need to come up with another scene 
that would show it.  Danny suggested I shoot a scene in a graveyard.  I tried writing this scene 
and I showed it to Erik.  He thought that the scene was very Del-centric and it didn’t actually 
allow David to change because it was mostly him reacting to what Del was saying about all the 
graves.  I discarded this idea and came up with a new scene where David goes and hides in the 
bathroom to call his mother.  Then Del would come in and catch him and just when David thinks 
he’s in trouble Del’s cell phone rings and David finds out that maybe Del isn’t such a crazy guy 
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after all.  I really liked this idea and so I wrote this scene and showed it to Erik.  Erik liked it as 
well and told me that it had all the elements I would need to show David’s change.  He also said 
it accomplished a lot, by not only showing David’s change but also showing that Del is not so 
different from David by the fact that he actually uses a cell phone as well.  At this point, I have 
had several people who’ve seen the latest cut say that I don’t need to get an additional scene in 
order to show David’s arc.  I actually like the additional scene and I plan on filming it later, on 
my own time.   
Score 
The music for the film would include some public domain music as well as some scoring 
by Elaine Maltezos.  It was a difficult process to find music that I could use but would also fit the 
scene at the end.  I chose, “Lonesome Road Blues,” because it was in the public domain as well 
as because I’d read somewhere that the song was about a guy whose family was murdered and he 
was the only one who’d escaped, walking along some railroad tracks “trying to find his way 
home.”  I felt the lyrics really matched some of the emotions that both the characters felt, 
especially David with “you did cause me to weep, cause me to moan, you did cause me to leave 
my home.”  This was very apt in the case of David because even though he’s been through a lot, 
it seems that is all in the past now and things have turned for the better.  I was delighted to find a 
song that was not only free, but actually fit the characters dispositions so well.  Plus, it seemed to 
be something that Del would like to listen to - an old-time bluesy song.  It fit very well with the 
entire aesthetic of the film.   
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Chapter 14 
Conclusion 
Filmmaking is an enormously difficult art form to master, especially making a successful 
film with a miniscule budget.  The specific challenge of independent filmmaking is making films 
that compare favorably to what is considered to be the “best films in the business,” namely, 
“Hollywood” films.  More often than not, what a lot of filmmakers strive for is: high-production 
value, shooting with the “best cameras,” including huge crane shots, complex stunts, mind-
blowing special effects, and so on. The truth is that the filmmaker can get away with using “sub-
standard” equipment and effects as long as he/she is consistent in using them.  And, most 
importantly, as long as all the aspects of the production don’t distract the audience from the 
intriguing story taking place on-screen.  Part of the challenge of making Whistling Dixie was 
making a film that had high production value.  This wasn’t to impress the audience but simply to 
be realistic.  I feel I have accomplished this goal of creating a film with high production value, 
especially in areas such as production design, costumes, and props.   
The decision to include my actor in an actual reenactment proved to be a good one, 
despite the fact that it came with both blessings and curses.  In most films the idea is to control 
everything: sounds, lighting, locations, and so on.  Since I wasn’t in control of a lot of things 
regarding the reenactment I knew that some unexpected things might occur.  One of them 
happened when Keith Bauers told me that he wasn’t ready to give Jeff his mandatory training 
because he wanted to wait for other soldiers to arrive.  Now we wouldn’t have enough time to 
shoot the scene I had scheduled that night because Jeff would be in training.  I had to cut the 
scene.  It was unfortunate, but I was forced to make the decision.  I think it proved to be a good 
one.   
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One of the main things that I’ve learned in making this film is that one can never do too 
much preparation.  If I had done more thorough technical scouts where I took pictures to plan out 
the logistics of the shots this would have been extremely helpful in setting them up.  A larger 
crew would not have helped because without the knowledge gained from the technical scouts 
they would have still been clueless.  We did do a tech scout.  But it should have involved 
storyboarding the shots using a still camera.   
Since the story of Whistling Dixie was partly inspired by the song by The Band, “The 
Night They Drove Ole Dixie Down,” I think I should have tried to get rights to use the song.  At 
the time, I thought that it would be very difficult because I had heard that you had to know or 
hire a lawyer just to get your foot in the door.  However, I still should have tried because that can 
never hurt.  I was able to find a solution story-wise to this problem, but it may have been more of 
a compromise than a solution.   
Whistling Dixie was a very challenging film to make and ultimately it was very 
rewarding.  I had never shot or edited a film in this particular way – placing fictional characters 
inside a real event and attempting to get footage that supports the fictional story.  The editing 
process was ultimately very rewarding because I had initially found it very difficult.  Eventually, 
I found the solutions and created a sequence that worked.  I’m really glad that I made this film.  
It is unique.  There aren’t many films like it, at least, not to my knowledge.  One of the things I 
aim for is to create films that are interesting and compelling and also show the audience 
characters and stories they don’t see very often.  I think that Whistling Dixie accomplishes this 
goal.   
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Appendix B: Shot List – first weekend 
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Appendix C: Production Stills 
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Appendix F: Sound and Camera Logs 
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Appendix G: The Film (attached in another link) 
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